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Background

I EU support rebounds after Brexit : favorable view of the EU

(majority in 9 of the 10 European nations) ; Rising positive

views of the Brussels-based organization (Pew Report, June

2017)

I But shock theory : European citizens want their own vote on

EU membership (57% in Greece and Italy) : unless real

progress, the whole EU project may sink.

I Macron elected on a pro-European platform "Give Europe

back to its citizens" ) Hopes that the Franco-German alliance

will reboot

I Merkel recently reelected within a weired Jamaican mix (CDU,

pro-business FDP and Green) with FDP leader Christian

Lindner hardliner on European matters (who will replace

pro-austerity W. Schaüble ?)

I Next European Sumit on December 14 with EC proposals

circulating early December



Outline

Substantial changes over the last decade

Yet serious economic issues remain

The alternative paths forward

Much ado ?



Red �ags have dropped

1. No Lender of last Resort

2. No Bailout

3. No balance of payment Assistance

4. No government



Lender of Last Resort

1. 2012 OMT : purchase of short term debt of stressed

countries : unlimited, short term and conditionality

2. 2011 LTRO : injection of low interest rate funding to euro

zone banks with sovereign debt as collateral on the loans.

While the loans were three months, six months or one year

maturty, in December 2011, LTRO becomes 3 year LTRO.



No Bailout

1. EFSF-ESM : backstop for euro area countries no longer able to

tap the markets

2. The lending tool became permanent in October 2012

3. Provides �nancial assistance to euro area countries

experiencing or threatened by severe �nancing problems.

4. Loans conditional on macroeconomic adjustment programmes :

Greece (3 programmes), Ireland, Portugal, Cyprus

5. Loan to recapitalize banks : Spain.

6. 700 Millions Euros



Emergency Liquidity Assistance



European Summit and Eurogroup

I European Summit : highest level of governance

I First meeting in 2008 under Merkel-Sarkozy's initiative

I Composed of eurozone leaders and European Commission

leader

I Eurogroup : focus on budget, monetary and structural issues.

I Composed of �nance ministers, European Commissioner of

Economic a�airs and ECB chairman



Beyond the crisis management : temptative coordination

1. 2012 : TSCG or Financial Stability Treaty which becomes the

new stricter version of the Stability and Growth Pact

introduces budget policy coordination within the European

Semester

2. Banking Union : centralized oversight of the EZ �nancial

system (ECB becomes the single-supervisor, EBA responsible

for �nancial regulation at the eurozone level, single resolution

fund and single deposit insurance)

3. The Juncker Plan : 240 billion euros within the European Fund

for Strategic Investments (EFSI)

4. Project of a Capital Market Union



Three economic challenges

1. Italian banks balance sheets

2. External imbalances

3. Falling productivity



Italian banks NPL cast a shadow on European perspectives

I 1 every 3 bad loan is Italian in the EZ (329 billions)

I Highest NPL ratio in main OECD countries : 16,4% versus 9%

in Spain and 4,5% in France

I Risk of a collapse of several major Italian banks

I 45 percent of Italian bank debt is held by ordinary Italians

I 17 bn in state aid in June 2017 supported by by the ECB

Single Resolution Board (("public interest")

1. Breaks EU's anti-bailout rules (2016 EU law on bank

resolution putting senior bank creditors in the line of �re to

pay for bailouts)

2. Enought ? ECB backstop for Italian debt



Persistent internal imbalances



Falling potential growth

I Secular stagnation in all advanced economies but more

pronounced in Europe

I International institutions currently estimate the potential

growth rate to be below 1% in the euro area, compared with

above 2% in the United States

I Prolonged slowdown in total factor productivity growth due to

deep and protracted decline in investment

I Since 2008 substantially stronger deceleration than in previous

recessions (growth rate of the machinery and equipment stock)



The aternative paths forward : the trend setters

1. In Germany : Schaüble (Finanzministerium) Weiman (Buba),

Sachverständigenrat

2. in France : Bercy, Elysée, CAE



The French agenda : Budget policy coordination by

Eurozone Finance Minister

Sorbonne's speech in September 2017

I Major proposal : Common budget managed by Euro-zone
�nance Minister and under European Parliamnetary control

I Resources : Digital tax, carbon tax and future corporate tax
once harmonized tax base

I Purpose : increase ESM capacity to run macro stabilization

I By 2020 : harmonized tax base

I Transnational lists for European Parliamentary elections (next

in 2019) and 15 members European Commission



The German agenda : a European Monetary Fund

Non-paper for paving the way towards a Stability Union. Schaüble's

legacy

I Stronger role for ESM as a key coordination device ) ESM
becomes the EMF with 2 new mandates

1. Full responsability of crisis prevention : monitoring compliance
with the SGP (reduce risk at an early stage and reduction by
a�ected countries themselves, Blueprint is IMF Article IV)

2. Automatic debt restructuring in the event that an ESM
programme is granted



...and lots of NO

1. No �scal transfer

2. No deposit guarantee scheme (last June Italian banks bailout

has enhanced German resistance)

3. No eurozone speci�c budget but programs stimulating

structural reforms in the euro zone with the general EU budget

4. No European employment insurance scheme : instead �x

structural ine�ciencies

5. No euro debt capacity

6. No debt mutualization



Failing forward again

I The common platform is not wide

I Unclicked boxes include internal imbalances, long term and

governance.

I Intergovernmental bargaining and divergent preferences )

lowest common denominator solutions ((Moravcsik, 1998,

Jones, Kelemen and Meunier, 2017)

I No strong binding mechanism in the European integration

process

I Liers-in-wait populist parties
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